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Abstract—In this paper, we present a novel shadow removal
system for single natural images as well as color aerial images
using an illumination recovering optimization method. We first
adaptively decompose the input image into overlapped patches
according to the shadow distribution. Then by building the
correspondence between the shadow patch and the lit patch based
on texture similarity, we construct an optimized illumination
recovering operator which effectively removes the shadows and
recovers the texture detail under the shadow patches. Based
on coherent optimization processing among the neighboring
patches, we finally produce high-quality shadow-free results with
consistent illumination. Our shadow removal system is simple
and effective, and can process shadow images with rich texture
types and nonuniform shadows. The illumination of shadow-free
results is consistent with that of surrounding environment. We
further present several shadow editing applications to illustrate
the versatility of the proposed method.
Index Terms—shadow detection, shadow removal, shadow
matting, patch matching, aerial images.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HADOWS are natural phenomena, which occur when
the light is blocked. Although shadows provide important
visual cues for object shape perception, illumination position,
objects occlusion, etc., shadow-free images can help to improve the performance of the tasks such as object recognition,
object tracking and information enhancement [1], [2]. For example, for high spatial resolution remote sense image, shadow
removal is very critical for target identification and information
recovering. Shadow removal and editing can also improve the
visual realism and physical realism in image processing [3],
[4]. Shadow removal is now an popular research direction in
computer vision and image processing communities. Many
shadow removal approaches have been proposed in the last
decade (see [2], [5], [6] for a survey).
As image shadow is formulated in different lighting conditions, surface materials and scene shape, producing highquality shadow-free results is a challenging work for both
natural images and aerial remote sensing images. The first
problem to be addressed is shadow detection. For image with
complex shadows, accurately shadow detecting is a difficult
problem. For example, sometimes it is even difficult for
human to distinguish little dark objects from the scattered
shadow points. The second problem is, when the illumination
conditions, object materials, and scene shapes are complex,
the shadows in the image are usually nonuniform, which
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makes it difficult to obtain consistent shadow removal results.
Finally, as the illumination usually changes dramatically in
the boundary regions, effectively recovering the illumination
on the shadow boundaries is also a challenging task.
In this paper, we present a novel shadow removal approach
using an illumination recovering optimization method. We
first detect the shadows in the input image, and compute the
shadow alpha for the shadows. Then we adaptively decompose
the input image into overlapped patches according to the
shadow distribution. Denser patches are put on the shadow
boundaries and the regions with dramatically changed illumination. Finally, by building the correspondence between the
shadow patch and the lit patch based on illumination independent texture similarity, we develop an optimized illumination
recovering operator which can effectively remove the shadows
and recover the texture detail under the shadow patches. By
using coherent illumination optimization processing among
the neighboring patches, we produce high-quality shadowfree results. The texture details under the shadow regions
are effectively recovered, and the recovered illumination is
consistent with that of surrounding environment. Fig. 1 shows
the overview of the proposed shadow removal system.
The proposed method is simple and effective. With the
adaptively image patch decomposition and illumination independent patch matching, our method can process nonuniform
shadows and shadow regions with rich texture types. While
most existing shadow removal methods do not work well in
processing images with complex shadows and various texture
materials. Furthermore, with the adaptively image decomposition, our shadow removal system also works well on the
shadow boundaries. In addition, we present several applications for the proposed method, such as illumination and color
transfer, shadow edge softening. In our applications, shadow
sharpness, position, and intensity can be freely adjusted, which
illustrate the versatility of the proposed method.
The main contributions and advantages of our work are as
follows:
• Introduce a novel local illumination recovering optimization, which produces illumination consistent results on
images with nonuniform shadows and multi-texture types.
• Develop an adaptive image decomposition strategy for
patch matching used in shadow removal, which generates
compelling results on both shadow interior and shadow
boundaries.
• Present several image editing applications using the proposed shadow removal operator, which illustrates the
versatility of the proposed approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
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Fig. 1. The overview of our shadow removal system. (a) Input image, (b) nearest patch search for the shadow patches, (c) shadow removal result based on
the patch pairs, (d) shadow-free result with coherence optimization, (e) final shadow-free result with boundary processing.

Section II, we introduce the related work. In section III,
we perform the shadow detection and shadow alpha matting,
which is a preprocessing step. Section IV introduces the
local illumination recovering operator. Section V presents
the shadow removal approach. In Section VI, we present
several applications of our method. Section VII shows the
experimental results, and Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED WORK
Shadow removal involves two basic stages: shadow detection and shadow removal. So far, many shadow detection
methods have been proposed, including automatic shadow
detection methods [1], [5], [7], [8] and user-assisted shadow
detection methods [9]–[11]. Many video shadow detection
methods also have been proposed [12], [13]. A variety of
shadow removal methods have been developed in computer
vision, including the shadow removal from single images [1],
[2], [5], [6], [14], [15], and shadow removal from multiple
images and video sequences [16], [17]. A comprehensive
survey is beyond the scope of this paper, we only focus on
shadow removal methods from a single image and review the
most related work to our paper.
Methods based on gradient domain: Finlayson et al.
proposed a series of shadow removal methods [1], [18], [19]
based on gradient domain manipulation. The basic idea in
these methods is to reconstruct the shadow-free image based
on the gradient information in shadow regions by nullifying
the gradients on shadow boundaries. Mohan et al. [3] proposed
a shadow removal method by fitting a gradient domain shadow
edge model. This method also simulates a variety of lighting
conditions, such as ambient lighting, for shadow editing. Liu et
al. [11] removed shadow by assigning gradients for the shadow
and lit area according to illumination and gradient change
in penumbra area. Although impressive results have been
presented, the gradient domain based shadow removal methods
may fail to produce high-quality shadow-free results for the
nonuniform shadows since they only modify the gradients in
shadow edges or penumbra regions. To receive satisfied results,
the gradient domain based method needs to detect accurate
shadow edges [1], or find best function fit for the shadow
edge intensity [3], [11]. Since shadow edge detection is also a
challenging work, this limits the practicality of these methods.
Methods based on illumination transfer: Inspired by color
transfer technique [20], several shadow removal methods have

been proposed. The basic idea of color transfer is applying
statistical analysis to transfer one image’s color characteristics
to another. Shor et al. [10] built linear mapping models
from the shadow and nonshadow areas based on illumination
transfer. However, the shadow and nonshadow samples used
for estimating the illuminated recovering parameters should
have similar texture materials, which means this method can
only handle shadow regions with uniform texture. Xiao et
al. [21] proposed an adaptive multi-scale illumination transfer
technique considering the material reflectance variation, and
improved to recover the texture details of the shadow regions.
The global color transfer methods [10], [21] applied a global
transformation on the shadow regions to match color statistics
of the nonshadow regions. As they do not take texture variety
into account, they work well when the shadow and nonshadow
sample regions exhibit similar texture.
More recently, Xiao et al. [5] further improved [21] by
performing illumination transfer on the matched subregion
pairs between the shadow regions and the nonshadow regions.
This method can process complex images with different kinds
of shadow texture regions and illumination conditions. But
it fails to ensure smooth transition between subregions, and
may produce illumination inconsistent results. Li et al. [6]
applied color transfer results as the predicted shadow-free
image used in the fidelity item. They also introduced an
adaptive NL (nonlocal) regularized shadow removal method
for aerial images by regularizing the shadow scale and the
updated shadow-free image. The adaptive behavior regionally
smooths the shadow scale, which can preserve the edges and
the textures in the shadow regions. The NL Laplacian prior
can reduce noises in the shadow regions, but introduces texture
detail blurring artifacts.
Methods based on Shadow matting: Chuang et al. [17]
proposed a shadow matting method which considered the input
image as a linear combination of a shadow-free image and a
shadow matte image. Although this method can be used to
remove shadow, it focuses on shadow extracting and compositing, and does not pay much effort for shadow removal.
Instead of considering shadow extraction as the conventional
matting equation, Wu et al. [9], [22] supposed shadow effect
as a light attenuation problem. Wu and Tang [22] proposed
a Bayesian framework for shadow extraction and produced
shadowless image. Later, Wu et al. [9] first estimated an
approximate shadowless image using color transfer techniques
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[20], and then defined an optimization function incorporating
the approximate shadowless image for shadow extracting. Both
[9] and [22] applied user-supplied hints to identify shadow
and nonshadow regions. Although [9], [22] tried to preserve
the texture appearance under the extracted shadow, to process
complex nonuniform shadows, both methods still may not
work well in recovering the image detail in the shadow areas.
Other shadow removal methods: Guo et al. [8] presented
a regions-based approach for shadow detection and removal.
By segmenting the input shadow image using mean shift
algorithm, Guo et al. explored the pairwise relationship between regions, and provided information about illumination
condition of regions for shadow detection. They estimated
the ratio between direct light and environment light, and
recovered the illumination of shadow regions by relighting
each pixel. This approach can produce high-quality shadowfree results for simple shadow images. However, for image
with complex shadows and nonuniform shadows, this method
cannot recover satisfactory texture detail since it does not take
the reflectance variation into account. More recently, Yao et al.
[23] transformed the shadow removal problem into nonlocal
feature matching between unshadowed samples and shadow
pixels, and recovered the illumination from a single RGBD image by applying an energy minimization method. They
implemented the feature matching by measuring similarities
between nonlocal pixels using normals, chromaticity and spatial locations. However, the performance of this algorithm
relies on accurate depth map provided by the depth sensor
such as MS Kinect.
Arbel and Hel-Or [2] considered each image channel as
an intensity surface, and approximated the surface shape of
shadow regions using a smooth thin-plate with the constraint
on the shadow edges and the texture anchor points. This
method can remove some nonuniform shadows. However,
smooth thin-plate approximation is difficult to accurately estimate the shadow scale factors on the textured and highly
structured images. Although texture anchor points have been
used to alleviate this problem, there is still much room for
improvement. Assuming a single flat texture shadow surface,
Baba et al. [24] presented a shadow removal method based on
color and variance adjustment of shadow pixels in RGB space.
The method in [25] is based on the estimation of shadow
scale factors assuming uniform shadow intensities and hard
shadows. Both methods [24], [25] used inpainting techniques
for completion of missing information in shadow boundary
regions.
III. S HADOW DETECTION AND ALPHA MATTING
To perform shadow removal, we first have to detect the
shadows. The current shadow detection methods can be divided into two categories: automatic shadow detection [26],
[27] and interactive shadow detection [6], [10], [11]. As
automatic shadow detection is an extremely difficult task,
we incorporate user interaction and shadow alpha matting
for shadow detection. Similar to interactive image matting,
we first specify some shadow samples and lit samples, and
construct a trimap for the input image. With the tripmap,
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we can extract the shadow alpha matte using the specified
samples as the constraints. More specially, we set α = 0 for
the specified shadow samples, and α = 1 for the specified lit
samples. Then we apply the closed-form matting method [28]
and minimize the following energy equation for computing the
shadow alpha:
α = arg min αT Lα + λ(αT − bTS )DS (α − bS )

(1)

where L is the Laplacian matrix, DS is a diagonal matrix
whose diagonal elements are one for constrained pixels and
zero for all other pixels, and the vector bS contains specified
alpha values for the constrained nonshadow pixels and zero
for all other pixels. Minimizing above energy equation, we
can get the shadow alpha α.
With the computed shadow alpha matte α, we can identify
the shadow regions of the input image. Specially, given threshold δ1 and δ2 , the pixels with α < δ1 can be considered as
the pixels in the shadow regions (umbra regions). The pixels
with α > δ2 can be considered as pixels in the nonshadow
regions. The pixels with δ1 ≤ α ≤ δ2 can be considered as the
pixels in the penumbra regions, for hard shadow, these pixels
can be considered as the shadow boundaries. In the shadow
boundaries, the α value usually changes dramatically. In our
experiments, we set δ1 = 0.2 and δ2 = 0.9. Fig. 2 shows
a shadow matte result. Note that several methods [6], [10]
also used closed-form matting method [28], [29] for shadow
detection.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Shadow matte result. (a) Input image, (b) brushes for sample regions,
(c) shadow matte map, where the white regions represent shadow regions,
the black regions are lit regions and the rest is the shadow boundary, and the
bottom left is close-up for the red box.

IV. L OCAL ILLUMINATION RECOVERING OPERATOR
In image formation equation [30], an image is the pixelwise product of illumination and reflectance: Ix = Rx Lx ,
where Ix is the observed RGB color at pixel x. Lx and Rx
are the illumination and the reflectance (albedo) at pixel x,
respectively. We assume shadows in the scene are cast due
to the single primary source of illumination is blocked. If the
pixel x is in the lit regions, the illumination can be described as
a sum of the direct illumination Ld and the indirect (ambient)
illumination La : Lx = Ld + La . In the umbra regions, since
the object occludes the primary light source, it will cast a
shadow at pixel x, and the cast illumination is only the
ambient illumination: Lx = La . In the penumbra regions or
shadow boundaries, as the occluder blocks some of the direct
illumination, the practical illumination including the ambient
illumination and some of the direct illumination, which can
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be described as: Lx = αx Ld + La , where αx is the shadow
matting alpha value of pixel x (introduced in Section III),
which can be regarded as the attenuation factor of the direction
illumination. Thus, the shadow color at pixel x and its shadowfree value Ixf ree can be expressed as:

Ix = (αLd + La )Rx
(2)
Ixf ree = (Ld + La )Rx
Shor et al. [10] claimed that there is a linear relationship
between the observed value of pixel in a shadow region and
its shadow-free value. The shadow-free value at pixel x can
be represented as Ix0 = kIx + b, where k = σ(L)
σ(S) and b =
µ(L)−kµ(S). µ(S) is the average value of the shadow sample
regions, and µ(L) is the average value of the lit sample regions
which have similar textures to the shadow sample regions.
σ(L) and σ(S) are the standard deviation corresponding to the
regions. Note that, this shadow removal model is only used in
images with single texture, while can not work well for images
with complex textures. The use of local patch in our method
is just to meet this demand. We employ the results of Shor et
al. to estimate the initial value in our shadow removal system.
Specifically, we replace the shadow sample regions and the
lit sample regions with the shadow patch and its matched lit
patch, and the shadow-free value at pixel x in a shadow patch
can be estimated as:
0
σ(L)
(Ix − µ(S)) + µ(L)
(3)
Ix =
σ(S)
Then Equation (2) can be reformulated as:

can transform this problem into the following solver: for each
patch in the shadow regions, we find a corresponding patch
with similar texture in the lit regions, and then by using the
illumination recovering method on each corresponding patch
pair, the shadows in the image can be removed.
However, to receive satisfactory results, the following several issues need to be addressed. The first issue is that if we
remove the shadow of each patch separately, the results may
be inconsistent and visually unnatural, thus, we should ensure
that the shadow-free results have natural transitions between
neighboring patches. The second important issue is that as the
dramatically change of illumination may lead to texture detail
loss on shadow boundaries, these boundaries should be elaborately processed to recover the texture information. Finally, for
each patch in the shadow regions, to make the shadow removal
processing efficient, the corresponding matched patch should
be found efficiently in the lit regions.
To address above issues, we incorporate the illumination
recovering operator into coherent optimization process. We
first decompose the input image into adaptive overlapped
patches. For each patches in the shadow regions, we find a
corresponding patch in the lit regions for shadow removal.
The shadow-free value for the pixel in the overlapped region is
computed as the weighted average of all the shadow-removed
values at its position from patches containing this pixel. By
using this technique, we can receive shadow removal result
with satisfied transition between patches. Finally, we exploit
the image synthesis technology to recover the illumination and
texture information on the shadow boundaries.

0

Ix − Ix
Ld
=
La
αx Ix0 − Ix

(4)

0

Let t =

Ix −Ix
,
αx Ix0 −Ix

we have
Ld = tLa

(5)

Based on the above analysis, the shadow-free result of pixel
x in shadow regions (umbra regions or penumbra regions) can
be estimated as:
t+1
Ixf ree = (t + 1)La Rx =
Ix
(6)
αx t + 1
Our illumination recovering operator (Equation (6)) is based
on the assumption that, in a local patch, the illumination and
reflectance variation are small. Using this operator, we can
efficiently remove the shadows in the shadow patch using
information of the matched patch with similar texture. To
obtain a smooth shadow alpha α on the shadow boundaries,
we estimate the alpha α for pixel on shadow boundaries using
the average α value of the neighboring pixels.
V. S HADOW REMOVAL
From Equation (6) we know that, with the computed shadow
matting alpha and the local reflectance constant assumption,
for one patch in the shadow regions, if we find a lit patch in the
nearby lit regions with similar material or texture, the shadow
of this patch can be removed using our illumination recovering
operator. To remove the whole shadows of the input image, we

A. Image decomposition
We decompose the input image into adaptive patches according to the illumination distribution. Formally, let I denote
the input image, S and L are the shadow regions and lit
regions of I, respectively. We first decompose the input image
I into uniformly overlapped patches with patch size of w × w
(w > 10). Instead of moving patch one pixel at a time, we
shift patch five pixels at a time. Thus, we set patches that
sufficiently overlap with each other which ensures that a given
pixels can be affected by multiple patches, as shown in Fig.
3. This makes the shadow removal result exhibit natural and
smooth transition between adjacent patches, and also alleviates
the artifacts when a certain patch is matched inaccurately.
Since the illumination in the shadow boundaries usually
changes dramatically, to receive satisfied shadow removal
results, we further subdivide patches on the shadow boundaries
with smaller patch size. In our experiments, the pixels with
δ1 ≤ α ≤ δ2 are considered as shadow boundary pixels, where
δ1 = 0.2 and δ2 = 0.9. We subdivide the patch containing
boundary pixels into four smaller patches. Using this method,
we can receive adaptive patch decomposition for the input
image. Note that we consider the patch containing pixels with
α ≤ δ2 as the shadow patch. The remaining patches are lit
patches.
Using adaptive decomposition, the content of the input image can be expressed using the shadow patches {Sk }k=1,··· ,Ns
and the lit patches {Lk }k=1,··· ,Nl , where Ns is the number
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which is preferred for patch matching between shadow regions
and lit regions.
Since covariance matrices do not live on Euclidean space,
we use the Cholesky decomposition [33] to transform covariance matrices into Euclidean space. We use the following
vector [33] to represent the covariance matrix:

Fig. 3. Overlap region between patches. Both the shadow region and lit
regions are decomposed using overlapped patches. For each patch in the
shadow regions, we can find its nearest patch in the lit regions for shadow
removing.

of shadow patches and Nl is the number of lit patches. The
lit patches present guided samples for shadow patches used
in shadow removal. For each patch Si in {Sk }, we find a
matching patch Lj in {Lk } which has similar texture with Si .
For the patch pair (Si , Lj ), we remove the shadow on patch
Si by applying our local illumination recovering operator.
B. Fast nearest patch matching
For each shadow patch Si , we develop an effective texture
matching metric to find a nearest patch in the lit regions. Our
patch matching method is based on the following observation:
the texture and color of two patches with the same reflectance
are similar only when the illumination is the same; the color
and intensity of these two patches may differ when the illumination is different. Thus, the patch matching metric should
be illumination independently, that is, it should be robust
in the presence of illumination changes. As the illumination
difference between shadow regions and lit regions is usually
large, we perform the effective patch search from two aspects.
For finding the matched patch pair (Si , Lj ), each aspect acts
as a constraint condition in the searching processes.
Covariance matrices: region covariance descriptor [31] is
an efficient feature description for a region in an image, which
provides strong discriminative power in distinguishing local
texture and image structures [32]. It represents a region R
with a covariance matrix of the feature points:

√
√
√
√
f (CR ) = {µ, 6L1 , · · · , 6L6 , − 6L1 , · · · , − 6L6 }T
(8)
where Li is the ith column of the lower triangular matrix
L computed from the Cholesky decomposition of CR : CR =
LLT . To accelerate this search, we construct a KD-tree for the
vector f (CR ) of all lit patches. We query the KD-tree with the
vector f (CR ) of the shadow patches, and extract some nearest
patches as the candidate lit patches for each patch Si . In fact,
a larger number of candidates contribute to more accurate
patch matching while it requires higher computational cost.
To achieve a good tradeoff between efficiency and accuracy
during the patch matching, we choose five candidate lit patches
in our experiments.
Spatial distance: Spatial distance between two patches is
also an important cue to find the corresponding patch. As
spatially neighboring patches usually have similar illumination
information, thus, for shadow removal, finding a lit patch close
to shadow patch with similar texture is more appropriate to
produce illumination coherent results. In our method, spatial
distance metric is used to select the final matched patch from
the five candidate lit patches. The spatial distance is computed
as the square sum of the difference between the lit patch center
and the shadow patch center. For the five candidate lit patches,
we choose the patch which has the smallest spatial distance
to Si .

(a)

(b)

(7)

Fig. 4. Evaluation of the proposed texture descriptor. (a) The two source
shadow patches are shown in white box, the target patches found by Gabor
filter texture descriptor [5] are shown in red box, and our results are shown
in green box, (b) close-ups for sample patches in (a).

where n is the pixel number of region R, zk is the ddimensional feature vector of the k-th pixel, and µ is the mean
feature vector of the pixels in region R. The d-dimensional
feature vector can be chosen freely depending on different
applications. In our method, we choose a 6-dimensional vector
(intensity, chromaticity, first derivatives of the intensity in x
and y directions, second derivatives of the intensity in x and
y directions) as the feature vector of each pixel, and CR is
a 6 × 6 covariance matrix. As subtracting the mean feature
vectors, covariance matrices are less sensitive to illumination,

Xiao et al. [5] used Gabor wavelet descriptor to extract
the texture feature, however this method is influenced by the
illumination. That is, this descriptor is illumination dependently. In contrast, the texture descriptor we use to extract the
texture information is illumination independently. In Fig. 4, we
compare patch matching results based on our patch matching
strategy by using region covariance descriptor and the Gabor
wavelet descriptor [5], respectively. The results show that our
texture descriptor outperforms Gabor wavelet descriptor using
for texture matching.

n

CR =

1 X
(zk − µ)(zk − µ)T
n−1
k=1
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C. Coherence recovering optimization
Once we have found the nearest patch in the lit regions for
each shadow patch, we can remove the shadow using Equation
(6). Because of independent processing for each shadow
patch, illumination between patches may be inconsistent, as
illustrated in Fig. 5(b). To get coherent results and eliminate
the potential blurring artifacts, we introduce illumination consistency optimization and texture detail enhancement in our
method. Texture detail enhancement is an optional step which
is required when texture blurring exists in shadow regions after
the illumination consistency optimization.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Local illumination recovering optimization. (a) Input image, (b)
shadow removal result without using overlapped patches, (c) shadow removal
result using overlapped patches and illumination consistency optimization.

1) Illumination consistency optimization: Since the sufficient overlap between patches, a pixel may be contained by
multiple shadow patches. Thus the overlapped shadow pixel
has different shadow-free value for different patch. Intuitively,
to receive consistent result between adjacent patches, each
pixel should take all possible shadow-free values into consideration.
Let S(x) be a patch set containing pixel x. The weight wi =
dis(x,center Si )
1− maxS ∈S(x)
[dis(x,center Sk )] is the optimized weighting fack
tor for pixel x in patch Si ∈ S(x), where dis(x, center Sk ) is
the spatial distance between pixel x and the patch center of Si .
f ree
Let Ix∈S
be the shadow-free result of pixel x by performing
i
local illumination recovering operator using the matched patch
pair (Si , Lj ). The illumination consistency optimization result
for pixel x is computed as weighted average of all the possible
f ree
shadow-free values Ix∈S
in each Si ∈ S(x):
i
P
f ree
S i ∈S(x) wi Ix∈Si
P
Ixf ree =
(9)
S i ∈S(x) wi
After the procedure of illumination consistency optimization, the inconsistent artifacts of the neighboring patches
can be avoided or greatly alleviated, and we receive highquality shadow-free result, as illustrated in Fig. 5(c). In our
experiment, we set denser and smaller patches on the shadow
boundaries, which helps to receive satisfactory result on the
boundaries.
2) Texture detail enhancement: The illumination consistency optimization makes consistent transition between shadow
removed patches. However, due to the weighted averaging,
sometimes it will leads to some texture blurring artifacts, especially for image with weak texture structure, as illustrated in
Fig. 6(b). Furthermore, to recover the illumination information
of the heavy shadow regions, the texture detail may not be
recovered thoroughly.

In order to recover texture details, we apply the image
gradient of the original shadow regions as the guidance to
enhance the received shadow-free result with the purpose to
maintain gradient information of shadow regions. We define a
optimization function as follows:
X
X
(Ixdetail − Ixf ree )2 + λ1
(∇Ixdetail − ∇Ix )2 (10)
x∈S

x∈S

The first term of this energy function is the data term. Ixdetail
is the target value at pixel x. Ixf ree is the shadow removed
value generated from illumination consistency optimization.
The second term is the gradient constraint term, whose purpose
is to maintain the gradient information of the shadow regions.
∇ is the gradient operator. λ1 is a user controlled parameter
used for balancing the contribution of the gradient constraint
term. A large λ1 is set when the shadow regions show
significant blurring artifacts.
Because of the influence of shadow, especially heavy shadow, the gradient may be weakened in shadow regions. Hence,
we set a weight coefficient λ2 for the original gradient in
Equation (10), whose objective is to compensate for the
gradient weakening derived from light occluding. The value
of λ2 is controlled by user, which is fixed for one image.
But for different images, a large λ2 can be set when the
color differences between adjacent pixels in shadow regions
are small. The optimization function is rewritten as:
X
X
(Ixdetail − Ixf ree )2 + λ1
(∇Ixdetail − λ2 ∇Ix )2 (11)
x∈S

x∈S

We solve the above linear system using gradient decent
method. As shown in Fig. 6, with the texture detail recovering
enhancement, the texture details in shadow regions can be
efficiently recovered. The step for texture detail enhancement
is optional, and it is required only when texture blurring occurs
after illumination consistency optimization. This blurring is a
relatively rare event. In all the results presented in this paper,
only Fig. 6(d) and the fourth column in Fig. 15 need such
optimization.
D. Shadow boundary processing
Our method can effectively recover the illumination around
the shadow boundaries where there is smooth transition between shadow regions and lit regions, as illustrated in the
boxes of the first row in Fig. 7(c). But for some complex
and sharp shadow boundaries, as shown in the second row
in Fig. 7(c), our current method may not work well. The
main difficulty in shadow boundaries is that some of the detail
information is lost at shadow boundaries due to the dramatic
changes of illumination on shadow boundaries, which leads to
some defects for some existing shadow removal methods.
Let I be the input image, and I f ilter is the filtered map
by bilateral filter [34], we compute the image detail by
D = I −I f ilter . We can observe from Fig. 7(b) that, the detail
information on the shadow boundaries is sometimes seriously
destroyed or missing. Thus, to receive satisfied shadow-free
results on sharp shadow boundaries, different from the linear
interpolation method such as [5], we need to develop more
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 6. Texture detail enhancement. (a) Input images, (b) shadow removal results without texture detail covering enhancement, (c) shadow removal results
with texture detail recovering, where λ1 = 1, λ2 = 2.0 in the first row and λ1 = 0.5, λ2 = 0.8 in the second row.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Fig. 7. Shadow boundary processing. (a) Input images with shadows, (b) the image details, (c) shadow removal results without shadow boundary processing,
(d) close-ups for the red boxes and the blue boxes, (e) the trimaps for shadow boundary regions and sample regions, white regions are the target shadow
boundaries and the pink regions are the sample regions, (f) shadow removal results with shadow boundary processing, (g) close-ups for white box regions,
where the bottom and top close-ups correspond to the results with and without shadow boundary processing, respectively.

effective shadow boundary processing techniques. Compared
with the whole image, the target shadow boundary regions are
relatively small. The example-based texture synthesis method
can handle it very well. Inspired by the texture synthesis
method [35], we present the constrained texture synthesis to
recover the texture and illumination information on the shadow
boundaries.
Let φ be the target shadow boundary regions. For each pixel
in φ, Tx is a window centered at pixel x with size of r ×
r. To remove transitional difference between lit regions and
shadow removed regions, we minimize the following objective
function to recover boundary texture and illumination:
2
X
||Tx − M ||
E(Ixedge , {Tx }) =
(||Tx − M || + ω
2
2 ) (12)
d(x) + c(W )
x∈φ
where Ixedge is the target value at pixel x. The first term
measures the appearance difference between Tx and M in
a L1 norm fashion. M is a r × r window in the sample
regions. In our experiments, we set r = 7. The second term
is the proximity term constraining the search space. ω is the
balance parameter. d(x) is the distance between pixel x and
the boundary of the lit region and c(W ) = W
8 is the strength

parameter for adjusting the proximity constraint. W is the
largest image dimension (image width or height).
We constrain the sample regions near the target shadow
boundary regions, and obtain the sample regions by dilating
the mask of φ, such as the pink regions in Fig. 7(e). We apply
a two-step iterative method to get the optimized results. For
each iteration, we first find Tx by minimizing Equation (12),
then evaluate the value for each pixel x in φ. We repeat the
two steps iteratively until satisfying the convergence value.
Based on these two terms, for each patch in target shadow
boundary regions, we can find a nearest patch in sample
regions, which will be used for synthesizing the textures in
target shadow boundary regions. As illustrated in Fig. 7 (f),
with the controllable texture synthesis on shadow boundaries,
the illumination and texture details are effectively recovered,
and the results are also consistent with the surrounding regions.
In algorithm 1, we outline the main steps of the proposed
shadow removal algorithm. Each step has been detailed in the
previous sections. In our shadow removal systemwe only need
to manually set three parameters: ω, λ1 and λ2 .
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Algorithm 1 Shadow removal algorithm
Input: RGB image I
Output: Shadow-free RGB image
1: Detect the shadow regions (Section III)
2: Decompose the input image into adaptive patches (Section V-A)
3: for each patch Si ∈ S do
4:
Patch matching: Find an optimal matching patch Lj in
L (Section V-B)
5:
Patch shadow removal: Remove the shadow in patch Si
applying the Local illumination recovering operator on
patch pair (Si , Lj ) (Section IV)
6: end for
7: Illumination optimization: perform weighted average for
the overlapped pixels (Section V-C)
8: Texture details recovering (optional) (Section V-C)
9: Boundary processing (optional) (Section V-D)

VI. A PPLICATIONS
Our illumination recovering operator can be easily extended
to image editing applications, such as shadow editing and color
transfer.
1) Shadow editing: According to the image formation
model [30], one pixel in an image can be represented as:
Ix = (ηLd + νLa )Rx , the parameter η, ν depend on the
light conditions and can be considered as the light attenuation
factor or the object occluding factor. In the lit areas, η and
ν are defined as 1. In the umbra areas, η is 0 and ν is 1.
To remove the shadow, we add the direct illumination to the
shadow areas, that is, setting η = 1 in the shadow areas. We
can also modify the value of η and ν in specified areas for
producing new shadow editing results, which corresponds to
change the direct illumination or indirect illumination for the
specified area.
We first specify a shadow sample and a nonshadow sample with similar texture. Then we utilize the illumination
recovering operator and the relationship between Ld and La :
Ld = tLa for shadow editing, where t is computed based
on the shadow sample and nonshadow sample in the input
image. By setting the direct illumination and the indirect
illumination, the intensity of the specified areas can be exηt+υ
pressed as: Ixedit = αt+1
Ix . In Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, we give
several shadow editing results by setting different values for η
and ν. Compared with the shadow editing method [3] based
on Poisson shadow interpolation and the illumination editing
method [36], our method is easier to simulate a variety of
lighting conditions.

Our illumination recovering operator can also be applied
to soften the sharp shadow edges, as illustrated in Fig. 8(e).
Softening shadow is generated with illumination transition
from the shadow areas to the lit areas. This process can be
simulated using our method. As shown in Fig. 8(d), we first
specify a transition region around the shadow edges. For the
transition region, we define a direct illumination attenuation
function fx which varies depending on the distance between
pixel x and the shadow edges. Then the shadow edge softening
can be achieved by performing the following illumination
x t+υ
Ix , where fx
recovering: Ixedite = (fx Ld + La )Rx = fαt+1
is the normalized light attenuation function, and 0 ≤ fx ≤ 1.
The user can develop more sophisticated attenuation function
to produce more physically realistic results.
2) Color transfer: Color and tone transfer is a popular topic
in computer graphics [20], [37]. Our illumination recovering
operator can also work on color transfer. Given the sample
image, we can transfer its color to the target image. More
specially, to transfer the color information of the sample
image to the target areas, we apply our illumination recovering
operator on these areas. The color transfer result for the target
result can be written as: Ixedit = (t + 1)Ix , where Ix denotes
the RGB components of the original image. Fig. 10 shows two
examples for color transfer.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Color transfer. (a) Sample images, (b) input target images, (c) color
transfer results, where color of the red box in the sample image is transferred
to the target image.

We can also simulate the color transfer processing in
animated style. We add a color transfer parameter gx to the
color transfer equation, and gx is assigned by user according to
different applications. It also can be set as a function. Then, the
color transfer process can be expressed as: Ixedit = (gx t+1)Ix .
As shown in Fig. 11, there are some color transfer results by
setting different values for gx , which can simulate the process
for grass from green to yellow.
VII. E XPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Image shadow removal and editing based on illumination recovering
optimization. (a) Input image, (b) shadow removal result, (c) shadow editing
for specific area with η = 0.1, υ = 0.4.

In this section, we perform our shadow removal method on
a variety of shadow images to illustrate the effectiveness of
the proposed approach. We also present comparisons with the
most related shadow removal methods. The limitations of the
proposed method are also given. All our results are implemented using C++ on a machine equipped with Pentium(R)
Dual-Core CPU E5200@2.50GHz with 2GB RAM.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 8. Shadow editing. (a) Input image, (b) the direction illumination of the shadow areas are tuned by setting η = 1/2, υ = 1, (c) shadow editing result,
where η = 1, υ = 1 in the shadow areas and η = 1/5,
√ υ = 1 in the lit areas, (d) the specified transition region for shadow edge softening, (e) shadow edges
softening result with the attenuation function fx = 1 − dx , where dx is the normalization distance between the pixel Ix and the shadow boundary.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)
(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 11. Color transfer. (a) Target color image, (b) input image, (c) color
transfer result with gx = 0.2, (d) color transfer result with gx = 0.4, (e)
color transfer result with gx = 0.7, (f) color transfer result with gx = 0.9.

In Fig. 12, we compare our method with the approach
[8]. Guo et al. [8] segment the input image using texton
histogram and SVM, but the divided regions are irregular.
Large regions may contain several different kinds of colors
and textures, which leads to calculation error for the ratio
between direct light and environment light. This may result in
an unsatisfactory shadow-free result, as shown in Fig. 12(b).
Our method introduces adaptive overlapped patches which
alleviate the problem of inaccurate matching. Meanwhile, we
calculate different ratio values between direct illumination and
environment illumination for different patches, but Guo et al.
[8] uses the paired regions to compute a fixed ratio value for an
image. The fixed ratio is impropriate for the shadow images
with complex textures, which makes the shadow-free result
unnatural, such as the result in Fig. 12(b).
In Fig. 13, we present shadow removal results for boundary
treatment. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the texture details under
the shadow boundaries may be blurred. We apply the texture
and illumination optimization to recover the information of
the shadow boundaries, and also present comparison results
with previous methods. Xiao et al. [5] processes the shadow
boundary using alpha matte interpolation. As the interpolation

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12. Shadow removal results. (a) Input images, (b) results of [8], (c) our
results.

process depends on the original texture details at the shadow
boundary regions, this method cannot process complex shadow
boundaries with loss of details. Shor et al. [10] utilizes graphcut based texture technique to repair the shadow boundaries.
This method works well for image with rich texture, otherwise,
the results will not be satisfied. The method of [1] needs to
locate the boundary precisely, and inaccurate shadow edges
lead to fuzzy transition from interior shadow regions to
nonshadow regions. Compared with aforementioned methods,
our results are more visually natural and consistent with the
surrounding content.
The results in Fig. 14 demonstrate that our method is
capable of dealing with nonuniform shadows. Note that in
these images, the shadow intensity vary among the umbra,
penumbra, and lit regions. In Fig. 14, we compare our method
with the related works [1], [5], [10] for handling nonuniform
shadows. Since the relatively wide soft shadow on the shadow
boundaries, the accurate shadow edges are difficult to be
detected out. This makes Finlayson et al. [1] impossible
to recover the illumination in shadow regions. Shor et al.
[10] use fixed parameters for whole shadow regions. But the
illumination is variable for soft shadows, it make this method
failed to deal with nonuniform shadows. The unsatisfied results in Fig. 14(d) demonstrate Xiao et al. [21] also cannot
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(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 13. Boundary processing results. (a) Input images, (b) results of [1], (c) results of [10], (d) results of [5], (e) our results.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 14. Nonuniform shadow removal result. (a) Input image, (b) result of [1], (c) result of [10], (d)results of [5], (e) our result.

treat nonuniform shadows. By using adaptive texture patch
matching, our method processes each small patch individually
and remove the nonuniform shadows completely. In addition,
the recovered illumination of nonuniform shadow regions is
consistent with the surrounding environment.
In Fig. 15, we give shadow removal results for shadow
images with complex textures, and compare our method with
[1], [5], [8], [10]. These images contain multiple textures or
materials. Shor et al. [10] fails to take texture types into
account in shadow regions. This make the wrong recovered
color in shadow regions, especially for images with large
color variation between differen textures. The shadow removal
method [10] for simple texture image is not applicable to
complex texture images. Xiao et al. [5] take the texture
classification into account and divides the shadow areas into
several parts. The independent processing for each part induces
inconsistency between subregions, as shown in the fifth row in
Fig. 15. Neither [1] nor [8] works well in removing shadows
with complex texture or material content. Note that for the

results of the sixth row in Fig. 15, even the shadow regions
have a variety of texture types, our method can effectively
recover the texture information in the shadow regions. In
addition, the illumination on the shadow boundaries is also
effectively recovered, and the results are consistent with the
surrounding regions.
Our method can also be applied to aerial remote sensing
shadow images. In Fig. 16, we compare our method to [5] and
[6] on aerial remote sensing images. The texture descriptor
used in [5] is not illumination independent which is not
suited for subregion matching between shadow regions and
nonshadow regions. Meanwhile, as demonstrated by [38], high
resolution aerial images often contain heavy noises. The linear
shadow-free algorithm [5] does not work well on aerial shadow
image, as illustrated in Fig 16(b). Li et al. [6] removed the
shadows of image using spatially adaptive NL operators. To
reduce the influences of abundant texture and noise existing
in aerial remote sensing images, they use NL Laplacian
prior to the regularization terms in the optimizing function.
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Fig. 15. Shadow removal results for complex textures. The first row: input images, the second row: results of [1], the third row: results of [10], the fourth
row: results of [8], the fifth row: results of [5], the sixth row: our results, the patch size is 15 × 15, 20 × 20, 30 × 30, 21 × 21, respectively.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 16. Aerial remote sensing shadow-free results. (a) input images, (b) results of [5], (c) results of [6], (d) our results.

This introduces texture detail blurring for the shadow-free
result. As shown in Fig. 16(c), the results are over smoothed.
Furthermore, some shadows are not removed completely. Our
method has a better matching accuracy which produces natural
shadow free results, and can effectively recover the texture
details in shadow regions which benefit the further image
analysis.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 17. Shadow removal results. (a) Input images, (b) ground truth, (c) our
shadow removal results.

In Fig. 17, we compare our shadow removal results with
ground truth images. We fix the camera on a tripod in the

sun. Thereafter, we capture the shadow image and ground truth
image with an occluder coming in and out. As illustrated in
Fig. 17, both the illumination and texture of our results are
very close to those of the ground truth images.
The time consumption of the proposed method depends on
the size of the shadow regions and the number of the sample
patches in the lit regions. The time is mainly spent in patch
matching, and the shadow removal processing. Typically, for
an image with size of 704 × 647 (for example, the third row
in Fig. 15), we decompose the shadows into 231 patches,
and there are 236 lit patches. It takes about 0.9 seconds for
performing the patch matching, and takes about 8.2 seconds
for performing the shadow removal.
Limitations For some special shadow images, the pixels in
the shadow patch are zero. In this case, it is difficult to find
a corresponding patch in the lit regions. Furthermore, for the
shadow images with heavy noise, the illumination recovered
results may also contain some noises. Another limitation of
our method is that when the textures of shadow regions and
lit regions are quite different, there is no correctly matched
lit patch for shadow patch. In this situation, if we apply
the lit patch as the sample to remove shadows, the texture
and illumination in the shadow regions cannot be accurately
estimated, which induces to unnatural shadow removal results.
As shown in Fig. 18, the shadow regions are mountain and
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road, but the lit regions are sky and clouds, in this case, an
unsatisfied image is obtained using the inappropriate matched
information.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 18. Limitation. (a) Input image, (b) our shadow removal result.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a novel shadow removal
approach using an illumination recovering optimization operator. We adaptively decompose the input image into overlapped
patches according to the shadow distribution. By building the
correspondence between the shadow patch and the lit patch,
we construct an illumination recovering operator which effectively remove the shadows and obtain natural transition result
between patches through coherence optimization process. Our
shadow removal system is simple and effective, and can handle
a variety of complex shadows, including images with both
sharp shadows and soft shadows.
In the current version, we perform image decomposition
using adaptive method. In the future, we would like to apply
the Poisson disk [39] to generate adaptive patches, which is
edge-aware, thus, our method may produce more accurate and
pleasing shadow removal results. When we consider video
sequence as video cube, our adaptive image decomposition,
local illumination recovering optimization and nearest patch
search can be easily extended to video data. In the future, we
would like to extend our method to video shadow removal
and editing. Another potential research topic is that, we can
apply the histogram matching method used in the texture
optimization to eliminate the possible texture blurring occurred
in our illumination optimization.
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